
Camera Bags: Billingham Hadley Pro
 

Billingham Hadley Pro

  

The timeless, classic mid-sized Hadley camera bag. Fits most DSLRs (without a battery grip) or almost any mirrorless camera and 2-4 small to
medium sized lenses with accessories. Tall enough to carry a 70-200mm lens not attached to the camera. Made in England with 3-layer
waterproof fabric and real leather. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 
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Camera Bags: Billingham Hadley Pro
 

Description 

Removable padded insert to turn the bag from a camera bag to a casual bag.
Constructed from a choice of 3-layer waterproof canvas or 3-layer waterproof FibreNyte material.
Real full grain leather.
Adjustable front pockets and a rear zippered pocket
Strong leather side patches for mounting of optional AVEA side pockets.
5 year manufacturers guarantee.
Made in England.

REMOVABLE PADDED INSERT
The flexible padded insert is made from dense, fabric covered, 'closed cell' foam and provides impact protection on all sides, including the lid.
Like the bag itself it is flexible front-to-back to allow it to fit slightly bigger gear than its dimensions suggest. ?
2x vertical dividers and 2x horizontal flap dividers are included and can be attached anywhere inside with Velcro®.?
The padded insert can also be removed to turn the bag from a camera bag to a casual messenger bag in seconds.

Most DSLRs (e.g. Canon 5D, Nikon D850, Pentax K1 II) with a small-to-medium lens attached (without battery grip). Plus 2 to 4 lenses (inc a
70-200mm not attached to the camera).

Almost any mirrorless camera (Sony A7IV, Fujifilm X-T4, Nikon Z7, Canon R6 etc) with small to medium lens attached. Plus 2-4 lenses.

Any rangefinder camera (Leica M10, Leica M6 etc) with almost any lens attached. With room left for extra lenses.

Some medium format cameras such as the Hasselblad 500CM with 80mm attached, Fujifilm GFX-50S with small to medium lens attached,
Hasselblad H6D with small lens attached etc. Plus room for extra lenses.

Almost any TLR camera (e.g. Rolleiflex 2.8 FX) with room to spare.

Small foldable drones such as Mavic Air 2 or Mavic Mini 2 with space to spa
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